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Generative Adversarial Networks
• [Generative Adversarial Nets, Ian J. Goodfellow, Jean Pouget-Abadie, Mehdi Mirza, 

Bing Xu, David Warde-Farley, Sherjil Ozair, Aaron Courville, Yoshua Bengio, NIPS 2014]
• Focus on sample generation



Generative Adversarial Network
▪ Initial application to still images

▪ Way to train generative model to match distribution of data 

▪ Discriminator network predicts if input image is from data  (real) or model (fake)
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• Minimax value function:

Zero-sum game

17

In other words, D and G play the following two-player minimax game with value function V (G,D):

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex⇠pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ez⇠pz(z)[log(1�D(G(z)))]. (1)

In the next section, we present a theoretical analysis of adversarial nets, essentially showing that
the training criterion allows one to recover the data generating distribution as G and D are given
enough capacity, i.e., in the non-parametric limit. See Figure 1 for a less formal, more pedagogical
explanation of the approach. In practice, we must implement the game using an iterative, numerical
approach. Optimizing D to completion in the inner loop of training is computationally prohibitive,
and on finite datasets would result in overfitting. Instead, we alternate between k steps of optimizing
D and one step of optimizing G. This results in D being maintained near its optimal solution, so
long as G changes slowly enough. This strategy is analogous to the way that SML/PCD [31, 29]
training maintains samples from a Markov chain from one learning step to the next in order to avoid
burning in a Markov chain as part of the inner loop of learning. The procedure is formally presented
in Algorithm 1.

In practice, equation 1 may not provide sufficient gradient for G to learn well. Early in learning,
when G is poor, D can reject samples with high confidence because they are clearly different from
the training data. In this case, log(1 � D(G(z))) saturates. Rather than training G to minimize
log(1�D(G(z))) we can train G to maximize logD(G(z)). This objective function results in the
same fixed point of the dynamics of G and D but provides much stronger gradients early in learning.

. . .

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Generative adversarial nets are trained by simultaneously updating the discriminative distribution
(D, blue, dashed line) so that it discriminates between samples from the data generating distribution (black,
dotted line) px from those of the generative distribution pg (G) (green, solid line). The lower horizontal line is
the domain from which z is sampled, in this case uniformly. The horizontal line above is part of the domain
of x. The upward arrows show how the mapping x = G(z) imposes the non-uniform distribution pg on
transformed samples. G contracts in regions of high density and expands in regions of low density of pg . (a)
Consider an adversarial pair near convergence: pg is similar to pdata and D is a partially accurate classifier.
(b) In the inner loop of the algorithm D is trained to discriminate samples from data, converging to D⇤(x) =

pdata(x)
pdata(x)+pg(x) . (c) After an update to G, gradient of D has guided G(z) to flow to regions that are more likely
to be classified as data. (d) After several steps of training, if G and D have enough capacity, they will reach a
point at which both cannot improve because pg = pdata. The discriminator is unable to differentiate between
the two distributions, i.e. D(x) = 1

2 .

4 Theoretical Results

The generator G implicitly defines a probability distribution pg as the distribution of the samples
G(z) obtained when z ⇠ pz . Therefore, we would like Algorithm 1 to converge to a good estimator
of pdata, if given enough capacity and training time. The results of this section are done in a non-
parametric setting, e.g. we represent a model with infinite capacity by studying convergence in the
space of probability density functions.

We will show in section 4.1 that this minimax game has a global optimum for pg = pdata. We will
then show in section 4.2 that Algorithm 1 optimizes Eq 1, thus obtaining the desired result.

3
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[Generative Adversarial Nets, Ian J. Goodfellow, Jean Pouget-Abadie, Mehdi Mirza, Bing Xu, David Warde-Farley, Sherjil
Ozair, Aaron Courville, Yoshua Bengio, NIPS 2014]

[Slide: Ian Goodfellow, Deep Learning workshop, ICML 2015]
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Figure 1: Generative adversarial nets are trained by simultaneously updating the discriminative distribution
(D, blue, dashed line) so that it discriminates between samples from the data generating distribution (black,
dotted line) px from those of the generative distribution pg (G) (green, solid line). The lower horizontal line is
the domain from which z is sampled, in this case uniformly. The horizontal line above is part of the domain
of x. The upward arrows show how the mapping x = G(z) imposes the non-uniform distribution pg on
transformed samples. G contracts in regions of high density and expands in regions of low density of pg . (a)
Consider an adversarial pair near convergence: pg is similar to pdata and D is a partially accurate classifier.
(b) In the inner loop of the algorithm D is trained to discriminate samples from data, converging to D⇤(x) =

pdata(x)
pdata(x)+pg(x) . (c) After an update to G, gradient of D has guided G(z) to flow to regions that are more likely
to be classified as data. (d) After several steps of training, if G and D have enough capacity, they will reach a
point at which both cannot improve because pg = pdata. The discriminator is unable to differentiate between
the two distributions, i.e. D(x) = 1

2 .

4 Theoretical Results

The generator G implicitly defines a probability distribution pg as the distribution of the samples
G(z) obtained when z ⇠ pz . Therefore, we would like Algorithm 1 to converge to a good estimator
of pdata, if given enough capacity and training time. The results of this section are done in a non-
parametric setting, e.g. we represent a model with infinite capacity by studying convergence in the
space of probability density functions.

We will show in section 4.1 that this minimax game has a global optimum for pg = pdata. We will
then show in section 4.2 that Algorithm 1 optimizes Eq 1, thus obtaining the desired result.
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MNIST TFD

CIFAR-10 (fully connected) CIFAR-10 (convolutional)
[Slide: Ian Goodfellow, Deep Learning workshop, ICML 2015]



DCGAN 
● First to generate plausible results at 64x64.
● Improved architectures for 

generator/discriminator
● Most GAN architectures used now are 

similar

● Lots of tricks
to get GANs to
train well

ICLR 2016







Evaluation of GANs
• Short answer: hard; look at quality of samples
• Computing log-likelihood not directly possible

LLH is problematic. 
See [A note on the evaluation of generative models, Lucas 
Theis, Aäron van den Oord, Matthias Bethge, ICLR 2016]

• Inception score 
• User-study: can humans tell fake from real?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.01844


Evaluation of GANs
• Short answer: look at quality of samples
• Computing log-likelihood not directly possible

LLH is problematic. 
See [A note on the evaluation of generative models, Lucas 
Theis, Aäron van den Oord, Matthias Bethge, ICLR 2016]

• Inception score 
• User-study: can humans tell fake from real?

Inception Score
Proposed in 2016

https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.01844


Inception Score
• Send generated image through Inception model (trained 

on Imagenet) 



Inception Score
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ICLR 2018

(Probably) current state-of-art generations 





Smooth blending with scale increase











Nearest-Neighbor Sanity Check



Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation
with CycleGAN

Jun-Yan Zhu and Taesung Park
Joint work with Phillip Isola and Alexei A. Efros



Image-to-Image Translation with pix2pix

Image-to-image Translation with Conditional Adversarial Nets 
Phillip Isola, Jun-Yan Zhu, Tinghui Zhou, Alexei A. Efros.  CVPR 2017
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⋯



- Expensive to collect pairs.
- Impossible in many scenarios.

Label ↔ photo: per-pixel labeling

Horse ↔ zebra: how to get zebras?

Paired

⋯



……

Paired Unpaired

⋯
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Generator

G
D

No input-output pairs!
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Generator

G Real!



Discriminator

x G(x)

D
Generator

G Real too!

GANs do not force output to 
correspond to input



mode collapse!



⋯

Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks

⋯

[Zhu*, Park*, Isola, and Efros, ICCV 2017]



[Mark Twain, 1903]

⋯ ⋯

[Zhu*, Park*, Isola, and Efros, ICCV 2017]

Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks



G(x) F(G x )x

F G x − x '
[Zhu*, Park*, Isola, and Efros, ICCV 2017]

D)(G x )

Reconstruction
error

Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks



Cycle Consistency Loss
G(x) F(G x )x

F G x − x '

Large cycle lossSmall cycle loss

[Zhu*, Park*, Isola, and Efros, ICCV 2017]

D)(G x )

Reconstruction
error



G(x) F(G x )x F(y) G(F x )'

Cycle Consistency Loss

F G x − x ) G F y − ' )
[Zhu*, Park*, Isola, and Efros, ICCV 2017]

D+(G x )

Reconstruction
error

Reconstruction
error

D,(F x )

See similar formulations [Yi et al. 2017], [Kim et al. 2017]
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Collection Style Transfer

Photograph
@ Alexei Efros Monet Van Gogh

Cezanne Ukiyo-e



Cezanne Ukiyo-eMonetInput Van Gogh



Monet’s paintings→ photos



Monet’s paintings→ photos





AMT ‘real vs fake’ test on maps ↔ aerial

FCN scores on cityscapes labels→ photos

Classification performance of photo→labels



PyTorch

Torch

20+ implementations by researchers/developers:
• Tensorflow, Chainer, mxnet, Lasagne, Keras…

CycleGAN implementations



Disentangling Content and Pose 
with an Adversarial loss

Emily Denton

CVPR GAN Tutorial
June 2018



Generator

x

Adversarial 
objective

Discriminator

Generative adversarial network framework:

z



Encoder
network

x

Task objective:
(e.g. classification, 
reconstruction, etc.)

Adversarial 
objective

DiscriminatorTask 
network

Generator

z

x

Adversarial 
objective

Discriminator

Generative adversarial network framework: Adversarial losses to shape representations:



Part I: Disentangling content and pose with an adversarial loss
Denton and Birodkar. Unsupervised Learning of Disentangled Representations 
from Video. NIPS, 2017

Part II: Survey of adversarial losses in feature space



Time invariant information: Lighting, background, identity, clothing

Time varying information: Pose of body

Disentangled Representation Net (DrNet)

Disentangling auto-encoder that factorizes image sequences into 
temporally constant (content) and temporally varying (pose)
components



Content	encoder
Time invariant 
information:
Lighting/Background
Identity/clothing

Pose	encoder

Time varying 
information:
Pose of body

DrNet: two seperate encoders



DrNet: training 

● Reconstruction loss drives training

● Similarity loss makes content vectors invariant across time

● Adversarial loss enforces pose vectors to only contain info that changes 
across time



DrNet: training 

● Reconstruction loss drives training

● Similarity loss makes content vectors invariant across time

● Adversarial loss enforces pose vectors to only contain info that changes 
across time



Content	encoder

Pose	encoder

Frame	decoder

Lreconstruction



Content	encoder

Pose	encoder

Frame	decoder

Lreconstruction

Don’t want pose vector encoding 
anything constant across time

Content vector should contain 
anything predictable from past frame



DrNet: training 

● Reconstruction loss drives training

● Similarity loss makes content vectors invariant across time

● Adversarial loss enforces pose vectors to only contain info that changes 
across time



Should not be able to distinguish which 
video clip a pose vector comes from



Different 
video 

Target	1
(Same 
scene)

Target	0
(Different	
scene)

Pose	encoder:	 Scene	discriminator:	

LBCE

LBCE

Same 
video 



Different 
video 

Target	1
(Same 
scene)

Target	0
(Different	
scene)

Pose	encoder:	 Scene	discriminator:	

LBCE

LBCE

Same 
video Pose 

encoder 
held fixed



Pose	encoder:	

Same 
video 

Target	 1/2
(maximal	

uncertainty)

Ladversary

Scene discriminator held fixed, only used
to compute gradients for pose encoder

Train pose encoder to produce pose vectors that make the 
discriminator maximally uncertain about the content of the video 



Pose	encoder

Content	encoder
Frame	decoder:	

Lreconstruction



Pose	encoder

Content	encoder
Frame	decoder:	

Lreconstruction

Lsimilarity



Pose	encoder Lreconstruction

Content	encoder
Frame	decoder:	

Lsimilarity

Target	=	1/2
(maximal	
uncertainty)

Ladversarial



SUNCG dataset: rotating objects

S. Song, F. Yu, A. Zeng, A. X. Chang, M. Savva, and T. Funkhouser. Semantic scene comp

● 280 chair models, 5 elevations, large variability

● Video sequence: camera rotates around chair 



Frame	decoder

Pose	encoder

Content	encoder

Can transfer content from one 
image and pose from another to 
synthesize a new image

Content 
image

Pose 
image

Image synthesis by analogy



Image synthesis by analogy



Interpolation in pose space



● A representation that factorizes into temporally constant and temporally 
varying components is particularly useful for video prediction

● Instead of modeling how the entire scene changes, only need to predict the 
temporally varying component

● Prediction done entirely in latent pose space 

Video prediction



Train LSTM to predict future pose vectors 

LSTM

h1

h2
~

LSTM

h2

h3
~

LSTM

h3

h4
~

Don’t have to worry about content vectors -
they are fixed across time by design



LSTM

ht-1

ht
~

LSTM

ht+1
~

LSTM

ht
~ ht+1

~

ht+2
~

Content vector from 
any past frame Feed predicted pose vectors back into model

Test time: generating a video sequence



LSTM

ht-1

LSTM LSTM

ht
~ ht+1

~

Decoder maps 
back to pixels:



KTH long term video generation



Part I: Disentangling content and pose with an adversarial loss
Denton and Birodkar. Unsupervised Learning of Disentangled Representations 
from Video. NIPS, 2017

Part II: Survey of adversarial
losses in feature space

Encoder
network

x

Task objective:
(e.g. classification, 

reconstruction, etc.)
Adversarial 
objective

DiscriminatorTask 
network



Domain adaptation

Labelled examples from source domain, 
few or no labels from target domain

Source domain Target domain



Domain adaptation

Source encoder

Classifier

Classification loss Labelled examples from source domain, 
few or no labels from target domain

Target domain



Domain adaptation

Target encoderSource encoder

Domain 
discriminatorClassifier

Classification loss Adversarial loss

Adversarial loss can be used to 
learn domain invariant features,
allowing source classifier to 
transfer to target domain



Domain adaptation

Target encoderSource encoder

Domain 
discriminatorClassifier

Classification loss Adversarial loss

Gradient reversal [Ganin and 
Lempitsky, 2015]

Label flip [Tzeng et al. 2017]

Uniform target [Tzeng et al. 2015]



Encoder
network

Learning fair representations

x

Predict label
Predict sensitive 

attribute

DiscriminatorTask 
network

● Closely related to problem of domain 
adaptation

○ source/transfer domain vs. demographic 
groups

● Different formulations of adversarial objectives 
achieve different notions of fairness

○ Edwards & Storkey, 2016
○ Beutel et al. 2017
○ Zhang et al. 2018
○ Madras et al. 2018



Independent components

● Discriminate marginal distribution vs. product of marginals:   q(z1, ..., zn)  vs.      q(zi)

● Earlier work on discrete code setting by Schmidhuber (1992)

Kim and Mnih. Disentangling by Factorising. 
ICML, 2018



Prior distributions of generative models
Adversarial autoencoders:
Match aggregate approx posterior q(z)  
[Makhzani et al. 2016]

Adversarial variational bayes:
Match approx posterior q(z|x) 
[Mescheder et al. 2017]

Adversarial feature learning: 
GAN loss in image space and latent space
[Dumoulin et al. 2017; Donahue et al. 2017]
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